
Nursery Term 2:  Colour and Light

Personal Social and Emotional Development
We will be…
• Reading texts that encourage discussion on 

friendships and how we should treat one 
another, such as  ‘Elmer’.

• Talking about our friends.
• Talking about what we like to do at school. 
• Following our class rules.
• Sharing what we have done at school with 

each other, commenting on our own and others 
work.

• Caring for our environment.

Communication and Language
We will be…
• Listening to and discussing stories.
• Exploring the sounds that we can make with 

musical instruments and our bodies. 
• Listening to others in small groups and getting 

involved in discussions, learning to take turns.
• Beginning to use more complex sentences 

during discussions.
• Asking and answering ‘what?, ‘where?’ and 

‘who?’ questions and beginning to respond to 
‘how?’ and ‘why?’ questions too.

Physical Development
We will be…
• Moving in a variety of ways e.g. when climbing 

on the climbing equipment and when 
pretending to be fireworks.

• Continuing to practise using tools such as 
scissors and our hands to create 2D and 3D 
work.

• Continuing to practise holding a pencil to draw 
circles, and lines.

• Having daily Funky Fingers sessions.

During this topic we will be learning about colours, pattern, and different celebrations and festivals.

Literacy
We will be…
• Listening to and identifying lots of different 

sounds, e.g. sounds that we might hear around 
us, the sounds that musical instruments make, 
or sounds that we can make with our bodies 
(clapping, clicking).

• Reading stories together, joining in with 
repeated refrains and recalling the main 
characters and events of the story.

• Taking part in activities involving rhyme and 
rhythm.

• Learning to recognise and then write our 
names.

• Practising mark making at all opportunities e.g. 
when painting, drawing and making marks in 
salt trays.

Mathematics
We will be…
• Reciting some numbers in sequence.
• Counting up to five objects.
• Comparing quantities e.g. when working out 

which story has the most votes for story time  
or when deciding on whether there are more 
apples or oranges in the fruit bowl.

• Singing a variety of number songs and playing 
number games such as ‘Grandma’s Footsteps’ 

• Using and describing shapes.
• Observing, describing and creating patterns.

Understanding of the World
We will be…
• Discussing our own special events or 

celebrations that we enjoy with the people 
around us.

• Showing interest in the events that are 
special to our peers and others – Bonfire 
Night, Diwali, Christmas.

• Exploring changes in the environment as 
Winter draws nearer. 

• Playing interactive games on our 
whiteboard.

Expressive Arts and Design
We will be…
• Using and exploring a variety of materials and 

techniques to create 2D and 3D work.
• Exploring colour and colour mixing.
• Using dance to express ourselves.
• Exploring musical instruments, thinking about 

how to use instruments to accompany stories.
• Singing a variety of nursery rhymes.
• Acting out everyday experiences and events  

in our ‘home corner’ area.
• Developing our own stories such as when 

playing with small world or in the ‘home 
corner’. 

• Learning new Christmas songs and actions to 
the songs.


